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In this article [1] the Author contributions statement 

was incorrectly given as ’LAA: direct supervisor for the 
initial draft of the original thesis regarding structure and 
sequential arrangements. MHM: chapter division and 
revision of the data and discussion. HHE: step by step 
supervision and reference check as well as provision of 
material for research. YMA: review of scales application, 
data presentation as well as patient selection with review 
of the whole paper. AHER: review of the paper, data pro-
vision and reference provisions, review of the discussion 
and result as well as review of the original thesis. NAS: 
main researcher, data collection and patient selection, 
application of scales and TMS procedures as well as con-
ducting the data analysis with statistician and write up of 
the thesis and paper. All authors read and approved the 
final manuscript.’

The correct statement should have been ’MY: Literature 
search, psychiatric assessment of all participants, data 
acquisition, data analysis, statistical analysis, manuscript 
preparation and first draft. RA: Conception and design 
of the work, literature search, reviewing data analysis, 
reviewing the statistical analysis, manuscript writing and 

reviewing. HE: Conception and design of the work, lit-
erature search, cardiology assessment of the participants, 
reviewing data analysis and statistical analysis. GS: Con-
ception and design of the work, reviewing data analysis, 
reviewing the statistical analysis, and critical revision of 
the manuscript. All authors read and approved the final 
manuscript’

The original article [1] has been corrected.
The publisher would like to apologise for this error.
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